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Featuring Bishop Lamont

I mean who is supposed to trust?
Same people we always trust

F*ck you mister politician, don't wanna listen?
Nothing you plan to offer can get me out my position
mama still in the hospital, bad read it in her head
spinnin'
poppin' the pain killers, fed from a tool listen
don't give a f*ck if you ain't his views and different
I'ma have to pay for my sons school tuition
learning, he won't probably views, third shipped in the
worse condition
I sort of missed them days of Bill Clinton
Bill gettin' seen the stack up to the ceiling
I find that appealing, stead of this bullshit you're
dealing,
Cards are even odds, are even hard,
mama pray to Lord keep belivin' in God
and for..maybe not, but we're not gettin off for these
blocks,
were to act, get in dark in hell in cop, the barely pop,
born in position, we put it hard to avoid and the devil
knows just where do employ.
Shit!

Hook:
Who were you gonna trust, I said them it's simple
mathematics,
number one public enemy with the pan passion
I become the only one you can rely on,
'cause I don't lie tune, one hundred pure.
Who were you gonna trust, I said them it's simple
mathematics,
number one public enemy with the pan passion
I become the only one you can rely on,
'cause I don't lie tune, one hundred pure.

Okay your lections over.. is a nigga shit,
races America yeah you gotta deal with it,
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you don't even like to have this white,
so you really gotta hate my black ass insight alright
big lip, big nose, black I'm so proud,
all over you two but the fact in your press of child,
got little Johhny with bell and yell and f*ck the system
you wanna bark get some stuck in this private prisons
'cause niggas getting flip like hot cakes,
legal favorite free it's better than what that coky made,
man, you witness in the legacy
the south been reason the state new..
..above their shit, deepin in the zip party
you don't know oh boy you'd better ask somebody
enemy invisible, ring the alarm, I sing
I sing, they strike like when I hit the..
Hook:
Who were you gonna trust, I said them it's simple
mathematics,
number one public enemy with the pan passion
I become the only one you can rely on,
'cause I don't lie tune, one hundred pure.
Who were you gonna trust, I said them it's simple
mathematics,
number one public enemy with the pan passion
I become the only one you can rely on,
'cause I don't lie tune, one hundred pure.
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